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Frank Easton, a life of experience and knowledge

Frank Easton standing by the “Flying Flea” which he dearly loves and has spent so much time
learning and getting to know.

Frank Easton discusses the safety of the “Flying Flea”

F

rank Easton’s story starts back in
the 1930s, having an interest in
flying and airplanes. He attended Benson Technical School in Portland, Oregon in 1935, and enrolled in
their "Technical Aviation Course."
While attending Benson he met one of
his best friends, Bud Lockwood, while

Bud was building a homemade go-cart
using a washing machine engine. The
two became aviation partners. When
Bud ran across a book featuring a story
on Henri Mignet’s Flying Flea, he had
an unquenchable desire to build one
himself.
Continued on page 3

Announcing the
"World POU" to be
constructed from
contributed pieces
made by
enthusiasts
from around the
world and
assembled at
OLD RHINEBECK
AERODROME.
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it easier is to use a pair of needle nose Vise Grip pliers to
hold the sleeve in place.
The jaws of the pliers are padded with pieces of rubber hose on each jaw. The pliers are adjusted just tight
enough to hold the sleeve in place. The rubber pads and
light pressure prevent any damage to the cable.
After the first squeeze the pliers can be removed making
subsequent squeezes easier. Using two pair of pliers a cable
can be made up in place and removed for easier squeezing.
A very neat connection can be made by leaving about
an inch of cable protruding from the sleeve. This is covered by a piece of shrink wrap about 2 inches long. The
shrink wrap has to go on the cable before the nicopress.

Builder’s Tips
As you may know, the CORDUOAN's front
wing has a FLETTNER FLAP.
The Flettner flap is just the best way to have a real "living" wing (Henri Mignet's dream, l'aile vivante). Generally, the stick (or wheel) in a POU absorbs the gusts in the
hand of the pilot. With the Flettner, the shock of the gust
on the wing does not reach the pilot's hand and is
absorbed by the free moving wing.
Paul PONTOIS
Email: pontois@mail.atou.qc.ca
Holding a nicopress sleeve
Holding a nicopress sleeve in place until the first
squeeze can be a difficult task at times. One way to make

Julius Junge
Email: julius@wireweb.net
met Jean de la Farge. This
man is one of the few that
understood how the Pous
work.
I have been playing with
the idea for a long time. I
have now an Ultralight Pou
“ala de la Farge”. Is a
sailplane of 32’ span. I am
also in the final steps building a two seater, side by
side, touring plane. If your
publication is interested I
could send some pictures in

News from you
Congratulations,
I’m glad to see that you
have picked up the torch.
I’m looking forward to the
future issues.
I would like to see some
information on power
plants—manufactured new
or conversions. I’ve not
seen much in the past.
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Good luck on the Pou !
Sincerely,
James Husted
31132 Beechnut Street
Westland, MI 48186
Dear Sirs,
I was born in Argentina,
and I had the opportunity
of meeting Mr. Mignet
when I was 15 or 16.
Later, in 1951, I believe, I

Grunberg’s HM.293

the future.
I hope you will understand that I do not want to
get bombarded with mail
and phone calls, then I
request from you not to
divulge them.
I am enclosing a check for
my subscription.
Sincerely,
Joseph P. Alvarez
6628 Puerta De Lomas
Fallbrook, CA 92028Sir,

HIPEC® FLEXIBLE FINISHES
for Fabric, Metal and Other Materials

Ultralight, Folding Wings

Falconar Avia Inc., 7739 - 81 Ave.,
Edmonton Alberta T6C 0V4
780-465-2024 • Fax: 780-465-2029

More Than
130 In Flight
or under
onstruction

CDs through “Ozflea Australia”
1. HM-14 with modifications list to upgrade same to HM-14e
2. HM-8 plans in French only
3. HM-16 plans in English and in imperial
sizes for materials
4. HM290/93 drawings in English
5. HM-297 fuselage drawings only

Construction manual and detailed drawings
with French-English translation brochure

**All of the above are separate CDs and are $25.00
Australian Dollars plus $10.00 postage and handling.**
Robert Cornwell, 90 Station St, Weston 2326
NSW Australia • Ozflea@yahoo.com

US $70 (plus $5 postage)
Paul PONTOIS
1890 Rang des Chutes - Sainte Ursule
Quebec-JOK3MO-CANADA
819-228-3159 • Fax: 819-228-4138
E-mail: pontois@mail.atou.qc.ca

Web Site:
www.flyingflea.org
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Bud was now in the seat. Taking off, he successfully became airborne. he made the first turn, but
while on the down wind leg of the circuit the engine
quit and he was forced to land in another plowed
field, turning over breaking the prop and the top of
the rudder, getting out with only a bruised knee.
Undeterred, this experience spurred a lifetime love
for and desire to work and play with air flight. All in
all, the HM.14 was turned over three times during
forced landings and landings in soft grass, which
shows the safety of the plane.
In the meantime, the interest in building Flying
Fleas grew in the United States. The University of
Wisconsin conducted tests on the "Powell Engine"
which became the second engine in Bud and Frank’s
Flea. Frank became a mechanic for an American Aircraft Mignet Corporation at Great Lakes Navel Training Center, Glenview, IL building the Mignet HM.20
and HM.21 (without a cabin). Frank became an
expert on the Flying Flea, getting to know the plane
inside and out. Over the years Frank flew the HM.23
for over 90 hours. The Flying Flea was up for ATC certification (Approved Type Certification) for flight
within the United States, but the plane never got this
certification. Frank Easton knows the reasons for this
failure: the Flea’s unique method of steering, the misunderstanding that the steering caused accidents,
and the focus on the war.
Easton believes that the misunderstood concept
of the so-called touchy steering really was not the
problem. He feels one of the greatest factors in most
crashes was not following the building blueprints of
Mignet. "No two airplanes were built alike and each
person was changing the plane’s plans," Frank
remarked. This caused instability and an increased
risk of the plane becoming accident-prone. The
pilots were also used to other steering methods.
Once in the Flying Flea they overreacted with the
steering stick causing accidents. Eventually the troubles caused the plane to be grounded for a short
period of time. You need to respect the Flea and its
design just as you respect other types of aircraft.
The ultralight personal aircraft interest died out
and the popularity of the Flea dropped in the U.S.
"With the right attitude and people they would have
gotten the HM.14 approved" Frank said, and added,
"the war didn’t help either" because it interrupted
program approval.
In short, the plane is safe if you know how to fly it.
"The Flying Flea was never dangerous-having made
that statement we need to define danger," Frank further added. "We need to stay on our own side of the
road. The Grand Canyon has narrow walkways - you
need to be careful."
We wish Frank continued health and the best on
his "mission" on behalf of the Flea. May we all be as
sharp and spry at the young age of 86!

Frank Easton enjoying his visit to Brodhead.

Mignet had the same unquenchable desire. After
some trial runs with the Flying Flea models HM.8,
HM.12, and HM.13, Mignet developed the first Flea
model that would bring the dream of flying to the
everyday man – the HM.14. At the same time he convinced people that after building the Flying Flea they
could teach themselves to fly.
Frank and Bud had their dream and now began
their mission. They began to build their HM.14. Just
before Christmas in 1936 they placed a 20hp motorcycle engine into the ship. A friend of theirs, Charlie
Guanier, test flew the HM.14. Guanier, a commercial
pilot, was the right person for the job since he had
prior experience with homebuilt aircraft. The flight
went well.
About three months after Guanier’s test flight, Bud,
Frank, and Frank’s youngest brother Clarence drove
the HM.14 to a farmer’s plowed “onion patch”. After
driving the truck back and forth, they had made a
padded runway. After preparing the airplane, they
started the engine. Oh, how sweet! Finally, after all
the work, the moment had come. Facing into the
wind, they taxied several times, lifting the plane up,
and coming back down.
With Frank Easton at the controls, he lifted off in
full flight making a 120 degree turn, the plane came
back down into a nearby farmer’s planted onion
patch. With some struggle, Frank was able to get the
plane airborne before reaching the creek. After some
air time he safely landed the HM.14.
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off glide was satisfactory, but a little power was needed
during the final flare phase, otherwise a bumpy arrival was
guaranteed.

The Flying Flea in Miniature

An acquaintance with a similar model had the center of
gravity at 25% of total chord. He had no trouble landing his
model in true “powder puff” fashion. The glide was much
flatter, as can be expected, but he would not dive it and
would never indulge in aerobatics for fear of tucking
and/or loss of control.
The foregoing suggests that flight tests of full-scale HM.14s
could be started with a slightly more forward center of
gravity, moving it rearward to where performance is satisfactory in all flying and landing situations.

Miniature Flea-1/4 Scale HM.14

Perhaps builders of completed HM.14s could bear me out
or perhaps contradict my findings.

By Ken Bell

My next projects were a 1/3 scale HM.290, followed by a
1/3 scale HM.293 with the Smith airfoil. Some interesting
test flying resulted in my choosing the Fraser airfoil for my
full size 293.

My introduction to PDCs was by way of a plan of a quarter
scale HM.14 designed by Randy Wrisely of Santa Ana
Heights, California. This design used an airfoil similar to
the original aircraft with a more rounded leading edge
being the only obvious change. Overall chord of both
wings was 25”. The top wing overlapped the rear wing by 2
1/8”. The center of gravity was at 17% of total chord being
41/4” from the top wing leading edge. Flying weight was
seven pounds, which translates to about 450 lbs. for a 100%
scale HM.14, if one includes pilot and fuel. The scale
weight was about where it should be in order to get realistic performance comparisons. The engine was .4 cubic
inch, which by the same formula translates to approximately 400 cc for a full-size HM.14 engine.

The HM.290 was scaled down from the Mignet one page
plans and was complete with angular boat-type fuselage,
canopy and folding wings. Construction was of spruce and
1/16” and 1/32” plywood. The covering was light Dacron
and dope and all up weight was 15 lbs. The engine was
subsequently a .9 cubic inch four stroke, but first flight was
with a .5 cubic inch four stroke.

In spite of the overlapping wings and original type airfoil,
flight performance was excellent. The model would not
tuck and was very forgiving in all aspects of flight. The stall,
if it was a stall, was a very mild dip of the nose, then back to
business. On rudder only it was reasonably aerobatic,
being capable of loops, rolls and combinations of these
such as Immelmans. It could be zoomed upwards into a
hammerhead, held in a vertical dive until relaxation of
stick pressure resulted in an automatic pull out into another zoom if allowed to fly itself.
Ground tracking was excellent, both on take off and land-

HM.290 with a 23012 airfoil
First flight was made in calm conditions with take off
presenting no problems. A gentle climbing circuit was
established. It was flying quite nicely with a center of gravity at 25% of total chord until I interfered. I perceived that
the flying attitude was slightly tail down, so I pushed forward the trim control to full forward. Quick as a wink, the
nose went down and under into a classic Flea tuck. It
recovered, somewhat clumsily, into another dive and since
I was only at 75’ altitude at the start, the 290 contacted the
ground quite smartly. When rebuilding it I moved the center of gravity to 22% of total chord. This was the only
change made. Subsequent flights were uneventful. Many
experimental flights were made to establish how far one
could push the 290. It would tuck on demand - push the

HM.290 with 23012 airfoil
ing. Flying a straight track was a different matter. It needed to be guided. If left alone it would wander into a turn,
and had to be watched to keep a straight track. The power-

Continued on page 6
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Rear elevator flaps are incorporated on each side of the
rudder. Actuation is by push rod and lever with a spring
lock mechanism as per the drawing by the late George
Jacquemin. I have incorporated a split cosandey-type flap
in the rear wing. One should place a stop on the top wing
control at the critical incidence determined by careful
flight testing. The model would do a quick tuck if the rear
flap was down and the wing pushed to a negative incidence position.

By Ken Bell
The overall design of my HM.293 uses Henri Mignet’s
dimensions, but the construction details are totally different. The fuselage is square for simplicity and plywood
covering stops at the seat back. Aft of the seat the fuselage
is an open structure for lightness. A double longeron
faced both sides with 1/8” plywood forming a beam that
begins at the lower motor mount and terminates just aft of
the cockpit. Two transverse beams of similar construction
are interlocked with the side beams forming a very solid
base on which to anchor the undercart fittings. This type
of construction I borrowed from the Bowers Fly Baby, an
example of which I completed in 1968. The strength
impressed me at that time and further homebuilts I have
constructed have followed this pattern.
The airfoil is the Fraser 3. I had intended to use the
Smith airfoil but Mr. Fraser donated the coordinates of
both to the Pou Review. Since he had spent long hours
improving the characteristics of the airfoil, I reasoned that
his version would be more efficient and opted to use the
Fraser 3 instead of the Smith version. My testing of this
type of airfoil with large models has shown its benefits
over the standard Flea airfoil, the NACA 23012.

The tail wheel is a simple castor design hinged to a oneinch square tube and sprung with rubber donuts. Again, I
borrowed the idea from WWI aircraft and used donuts
rather than bungee cord. It is lighter than spring leafs and
works very well - firm, yet soft and springy.

The fuel tank has a capacity of six Imperial gallons and
is constructed from aluminum and fiberglass. Thin aluminum sheet was used to make the form. It was then covered with two layers of mat and one of finishing cloth. The
form is held together with pop rivets and does not have to
be removed. The result is a reasonably stiff, oval-shaped
tank that is leak-free and simple to make (although messy,
perhaps).

Power is a 1500 cc VW that I picked up already converted. Hopefully it will prove satisfactory, otherwise I will opt
for a two stroke of the rotax type. This will mean reworking the whole front end so I am keeping my fingers
crossed.

I opted to use 3/4” x .049 steel tube, rather than cable,
for flying struts because the spars need some additional
protection against negative load conditions. Every model
that I built using cable bracing ended with a cracked spar.
The model wings were supported only at the center with a
cabane-type structure similar to the HM.14. Still, it pays to
be prudent and in the interests of durability I opted to use
the struts. The end that mates to the wing needs to rotate
to avoid metal fatigue and ensure smooth wing rotation.

As can be seen from the picture, the shock absorbers
are 2 1/2” rubber donuts made from 1/2” thick latex rubber. This design was borrowed from Les Long’s Longster
and taken from the pages of the EAA reprint of the 1933
Flying Manual. Construction is easier than the spring type
and it is lighter, too. I expect the shock absorption to be a
little stiffer than springs.
Access to the cockpit is not easy. The top wing is quite
low and one needs to assume a crouched position whilst
trying to lift one leg to clear the top longeron. Once one
leg is over the longeron it becomes easier. I would advise
builders of the 290 or 293 to opt for the 360 fuselage with
its diagonal longeron. This design places the longeron, at
the cockpit area, some eight or nine inches lower and
makes entry much easier.
My present pace of construction is slow, but I expect to
have it flying in 2001.
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New CD of 1994 Book
by Henri Mignet

(continued from page 4)

stick forward and hold it, and the 290 was inverted in less
than 3 seconds. Further experiments showed that the 290
model would dive normally in a straight line and as speed
built up a critical speed was reached. At this point, and
without any warning, the 290 would tuck under almost
instantly. I found that the cure for this inverted condition
was application of full rudder. The 290 would roll itself
upright. Once these flight characteristics had been experienced they presented no problem as one learned how to
“fly the Flea”.

(Three videos included on CD.
Original 665 page text in French,
with numerous pictures. Includes revised HM.14
plans. All HMs through HM.1000.)

Apart from these aerobatic diversions the 290 model
flew well. It was very stable when flown properly, was easy
to fly and tracked reasonably straight.
I should add that the rear wing incorporated an elevator
flap. In normal flight with 3% of up elevator the 290 would
not tuck. It would dive reluctantly and, upon control
release, would zoom upwards and then enter a porpoising
flight until control was resumed.

$ U.S. 30
$ U.S. 5 postage and handling per CD
DON CAMPBELL
221 N LASALLE STE 3117
CHICAGO IL 60601-1553

I flew this model upwards of 200 hours and the experience gained led me to further experimentation with airfoils and rear wing incidence of 0∞ to 6∞ positive. My
third model, a 1/3 scale 293, was fitted with the Smith airfoil. I have never been sorry. This airfoil improved flight
performance and appears to eliminate any problems that
may exist with the 23012 airfoil equipped models. After
approximately 150 hours of experimental flying with this
third model, I am convinced of the superior flight characteristics of this type of airfoil.

Allow two weeks for delivery

About the POU RENEW…
The POU RENEW is the official English language newsletter featuring Henri Mignet’s designs: Pou-du-Ciel, also known as the “Flying Flea”, and other designs derived from it. The newsletter is a
source of information for all enthusiasts who own or love the POU,
and who are building, will build, or have built a Flying Flea.
POU RENEW is published quarterly in January, April, July, and
October. Subscription rates are US $10, anywhere outside the US $15.
Overseas subscriptions by cash or international money order only.
We encourage you to send letters, articles, comments, needs,
etc., to: POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register, PO Box 255,
Brodhead, WI 53520-0255. E-mail us at: pou@indreg.com.

I believe that Richard Fraser has further developed and
improved this airfoil type. Richard very seriously donated
the coordinates of his Fraser 3 airfoil to the POU Review. It
is this airfoil that I have used in the construction of my
full-size 293.
Ken Bell
1327-96th Ave. SW
Calgary, Alberta
CANADA – T2V 0Y3

Expired!

Many thanks to all of you who have sent in their subscription in support of the POU RENEW! Your mailing label
shows when your subscription expires. If you have the word expired
on your label your subscription is DUE and you risk the chance of
not receiving the next issue of the newsletter. If you would like to
receive the POU RENEW Newsletter, please send your subscription
dues to POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register, P.O. Box 255,
Brodhead, WI 53520-0255.
If you move, please promptly inform the POU RENEW. The USPO
informs the POU RENEW with a postage due notice which is payable by
POU RENEW. Informing us that you will be moving helps keep the subscription rates down.
Disclaimer: The newsletter is published to provide a common means of communication among builders, owners and historians of Flea style aircraft. The newsletters are a compilation of ideas and data from various sources. Technical material in the newsletter is for reference and education only and its use is not recommended by the POU RENEW, nor the
newsletter editor, or The Independent-Register publishing company, nor by any member of
the POU RENEW. POU RENEWdoes not sanction, nor does it accept responsibility for, participation by any member, or other reader, at any fly-ins, gatherings, or events that may be
mentioned herein.

Full size HM.293 project
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By Rodolphe GRUNBERG

Editors note: This is Part Three of
a series which started in Issue No. 02.
Very interesting material. We hope
you enjoy it. Translated by Paul
PONTOIS. Edited by Chris FRANK.
The workshop master’s hobby was
building aeroplane models. The
school allowed me the free use of their
workshop. I fabricated a few diesel
engines for them. I also had in mind
the construction of a minicar. Being
allowed to have a workshop of my own
was a unique opportunity, which I
seized to build some parts of this car,
parts which were laid aside in short
time in order to cross the border. This
was in 1953, when I decided to go to
Morocco, to work as a mechanic
instructor. I bought a front wheel drive
Citroën, and, through Spain, reached
Morocco.
Morocco is geographically similar
to Eastern California. Irrigation and
sun make every plant grow. Unfortunately, the involvement of Moulanah
(God) in daily life is inextricable.
Moroccans speak of nothing but God.
They go to a place or start doing something only if such is God’s will (translation: Inch Allah). They pray to God
and argue endlessly. They are inefficient and corrupt. When you are honest, it is a difficult thing for them to
accept. My suitcase was under my
bed, always ready for a departure.
One day, I abruptly resigned, as I
did not agree with one of the administrative rules of the school. The principal laid low during the following two
weeks, to let me cool down. I withdrew
my resignation. Then, as I was just
about getting married, he became my
witness.
I was teaching mechanics and technical drawing. Thereafter, I was given
the supervision of a school in
Casablanca, then in Tétouan, the exSpanish part of Morocco. I was teaching nine months a year and four days
a week only, as we could work neither
on the Islamic Fridays, nor on the Jew-

ish Saturdays, nor on the Christian
Sundays. However, I must say that for
the quality of our teaching, there was
no reason for us to be ashamed.
A certain song celebrates Casablanca as a strange and disturbing city. In
fact, it is rather a large and dirty city
where extreme poverty meets opulence. As I previously stated, I was
sometimes so discouraged than I
nearly left the country. The school
where I started teaching was close to
Tit-Mélil, Casablanca’s civilian airport,
still operated by the French.
One day, I saw a unique plane flying, skillfully manoeuvred. I realized
that it was Henri Mignet, flying a Poudu-Ciel. I went over to him and introduced myself. Henri and Pierre were
busy fine-tuning the HM.320 monoseater and the HM.350 two-seater.
Henri appeared concerned. It is true
that the economic situation, at the
time, was not favorable to popular aviation. Henri and Pierre were living in
Casablanca on the opposite side of the
City. Every day, they had to cross the
city, the suburbs, the endless
"douars", miserable quarters, on their
bikes. Few Europeans did it, especially
because of the anarchic traffic.
After some house hunting,
Huguette and I found a nice little cottage, with a small garden and a lean-to
for designing and tinkering. I had
plenty of free time. I built my first
minicar, equipped with a puffing Peugeot engine, which I named R.G.1.
Then I designed and built the R.G.2.
which, later, was brought to France
and registered.
Then came the Moroccan Declaration of Independence. Their independence slogan was "Morocco for
Moroccans". A mixed atmosphere
existed, as the Moroccans needed the
French and, at the same time, they
would have been quite happy to see
them depart. Responsible for 2 children, my wife Huguette and I realized
that to build a stable future for our
7

family, it was better that we return to
France, what we did after 12 years of
teaching.
Once back home, we set to work.
We opened a ready-made garment
shop for Huguette, who was at the
time totally inexperienced in business. As for myself, I decided upon
forming an independent craft industry. I purchased a small business
(which we still own and operate), but
which was, at the time, totally bankrupt. During idle periods, I built a few
minicars, but I was constantly toying
with the idea of building a Flying-Flea.
This was at the time of the very
beginning of the ultralight movement.
I wanted to respect the existing regulations, much like those anarchists
who always take the crosswalks;
because they hate the police so much,
they earnestly follow the rules to avoid
them. Therefore, it was required that
my plane, which would have an area
of more than 12 square metres, should
not weigh more than 120 kg. While
building, I weighed each component
to be sure I was not going beyond the
weight limits. My project had to be as
simple as possible, light and sturdy at
the same time. In event of a crash, a
light structure offers more compliance.
I started my construction on
August 26, 1983. At the time, I was still
taking care of my business. I took my
time, as the construction was a nice
pastime to take my mind off from
work. The plane was completed in
1990. A farmer friend of mine harrowed a large meadow and proposed
to cut down every tree that could be
an obstacle to its flight. However, my
friends from the Rogé Airport in Villeneuve warmly invited me to make
my flight tests from their runway.
Pierre Suzeau was their president at
the time. He was a very polite gentleman of the old school and immediately put me at ease.

To be continued…
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Beautiful HM.14/16E Model built

Simon Elizondo with model POU

Greetings to Donald, Jeff and Paul for Dunes Remembrance Days 16/18 June 2001. Attached Model reduce
fotos, HM.14 1936, modified to HM.16 for me, and aprobated for Pierre Mignet, to be published in POU RENEW
itself for your utility.
Modifications (measures esc - 1:1), conjugated wings
idem. HM.14 1936. (not cable - rigid.), adv. Wing f - 5 m Margin border elliptic (round).
arr. "
-4m- "
"
"
"
Fuselage: - Idem original (fundamental parameters); Carlinge more wide
Landing Train: - tubular telescope suspense. Measures
Escale Model Fotos.- 1:4
adv Wing- l.25 m., arr. "
- 1.- "
Complete weight - 2.4 kg., Veloc. -35 km/h.
Material: - Pine "brasil"dens, 0,60 - Kiri ("pawlonia"),
dens. 0.30 - Balsa.
Glue: Epoxy and glue contact, polyester fabric- celulosic
dope aviation.
Post-Data - French-Sapanish traduction "Sport de l’Air
1995" for me: S.M.E.
Supervision Pierre Mignet - is not edited, but much probable this year.
Scuse me my frightful English, Y joint 15 $US for my subscription to your Pou Renew
Greeting for you
Simon Mario Elizondo
Las Hebras 158
Bernal 1876
Beunos Airies Argentina

The completed miniature HM.14/16.E
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